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ABSTRACT

Designing a general-purpose coupling tool targeting several users from different fields poses
different challenges than coupling two simulation codes with a specific research question in
mind. The preCICE coupling library[1] is a problem-agnostic tool with a high-level, easy to
use programming interface, which hides the complexity of the coupling. This design accelerates
the development tasks of the curious researcher and lets her spend more time focused on the
challenges of the problem at hand. But what if the researcher could study an arbitrary question
without writing any additional line of code, just by using the tools she already knows?

preCICE comes with a wide range of ready-to-use adapters[2]. Some of them modify a specific
solver of a software package (e.g. the SU2 or CalculiX adapters), while other are meant to be
examples for an adapted code (e.g. the FEniCS or deal-ii adapters), depending on the flexibility
and the use cases of the software package at hand. The official OpenFOAM adapter[3] goes one
step further, taking the form of an OpenFOAM function object that does not require any code
changes and works with arbitrary solvers and a wide range of OpenFOAM versions.

Having started with support only for conjugate heat transfer[4], it was recently extended to
support moving mesh solvers for fluid-structure interaction[5]. The solver-agnostic design led
to a small amount of required code changes. With an extended set of features and supported
OpenFOAM versions at hand, the code was later generalized even further, preparing for the
addition of a fluid-fluid coupling module.

This talk will review the design decisions and present the challenges of covering every targeted
problem type with the same, solver-agnostic adapter for OpenFOAM.
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